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Abstract
Along with biocompatibility, chemical stability, and simplicity of structural prediction and
modification, deoxyribozyme-based molecular sensors have the potential of an improved detection
limit due to their ability to catalytically amplify signal. This study contributes to the understanding
of the factors responsible for the limit of detection (LOD) of RNA-cleaving deoxyribozyme sensors.
A new sensor that detects specific DNA/RNA sequences was designed from deoxyribozyme OA-II
[Chiuman, W.; Li, Y. (2006) J. Mol. Biol. 357, 748–754]. The sensor architecture allows for a unique
combination of high selectivity, low LOD and the convenience of fluorescent signal monitoring in
homogeneous solution. The LOD of the sensor was found to be ~1.6 10×10 M after 3 h of incubation.
An equation that allows estimation of the lowest theoretical LOD using characteristics of parent
deoxyribozymes and their fluorogenic substrates was derived and experimentally verified. According
to the equation, “catalytically perfect” enzymes can serve as scaffolds for the design of sensors with
the LOD not lower than ~2×10−15 M after 3 h of incubation. A new value termed the detection
efficiency (DE) is suggested as a time-independent characteristic of a sensor’s sensitivity. The
expressions for the theoretical LOD and DE can be used to evaluate nucleic acid and protein enzymes
for their application as biosensing platforms.
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Introduction
Deoxyribozymes (DNA enzymes, catalytic DNAs, or DNAzymes), are catalytic
oligodeoxyribonucleotides derived by in vitro selection.[1] This relatively new class of
catalytic molecules has been considered as a promising biochemical tool for a variety of
applications including nucleic acid quantification,[2] site-specific RNA cleavage,[3]
homogeneous assays for proteins,[4] detection of metal ions,[5] and molecular Boolean
computation,[6] amongst others.[7] The advantages offered by catalytic DNAs include high
chemical stability, low cost for synthesis, biocompatibility, and ease of structural prediction
and modification. DNA enzymes that catalyze RNA cleavage are one of the first catalytic DNA
molecules obtained[1a] and by far the largest and most extensively studied class of DNAzymes.
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Deoxyribozymes represent an attractive tool for the analysis of specific DNA or RNA
sequences because they can be easily tailored to recognize specific analytes by forming
Watson–Crick base pairs. Importantly, DNAzyme-based sensors can potentially detect low
concentrations of analyzed nucleic acids; this represents an alternative to other homogeneous
assays (such as molecular beacon probes, for example)[8] that require PCR amplification of
genetic material prior to its analysis. Although PCR represents the ultimate in terms of detection
limit, it has significant drawbacks including complexity, sensitivity to contamination, cost, and
lack of portability.[9] In this study we analyze a possibility of engineering a PCR-free
deoxyribozyme sensor for nucleic acid analysis.

Based on the principle of complementarity, allosterically regulated RNA-cleaving ribozyme
and deoxyribozyme sensors have been suggested for DNA/RNA analysis.[10–13] The design
of such constructs implied their intrasteric inhibition by hybridization with specific internal
fragments. The suppressed enzymes underwent conformational switching to their active forms
upon hybridization with the cognate analytes. Some examples of intrasterically regulated
deoxyribozyme sensors for nucleic acids include “catalytic molecular beacons” derived from
E6[11] or 10–23[12] deoxyribozymes, as well as target-assisted self-cleaving (TASC) sensors
[13] based on 8–17 deoxyribozyme. In “catalytic molecular beacons” the activated sensor
cleaved a reporter oligonucleotide substrate that was double-labeled with a fluorophore and a
quencher.[11,14] The deoxyribozyme-mediated substrate cleavage separated the fluorophore
from the quencher, and this was accompanied by fluorescent signaling. The separation of the
sensor and the enzyme in two different molecules enabled multiple substrate cleavage by a
single activated sensor, thus potentially improving assay sensitivity. In this study, we took
advantage of this approach for fluorescent detection of a sensor’s activity.

Selectivity and the detection limit are two major characteristics of any sensor that determine
its efficiency. The selectivity of the intrasterically regulated deoxyribozyme sensors has to be
further improved to enable single mismatch discrimination at ambient temperatures. For
instance, “catalytic molecular beacon” could discriminate double-base-, but not single-base-
substituted oligonucleotides from fully complementary targets;[11] A TASC probe
distinguished single base substitution in a 16-mer, but not in 20-mer analytes.[13] We have
recently addressed the selectivity issue of nucleic acid detection by developing a series of binary
(split or two-component) probes.[15] In this approach hybridization of two short
oligonucleotides to the adjacent positions of RNA/DNA analyte is required for signal
generation. Binary probes have improved selectivity because each of the two short probe-
analyte hybrids could be easily destabilized even by minor hybrid imperfection, such as a single
base mispairing. The combination of the binary approach with amplification power of DNA
enzymes is extremely attractive, because it potentially leads to the development of both specific
and sensitive assays for nucleic acids. As proof of this concept, a binary probe based on E6
deoxyribozyme[16] was developed and studied.[15c] The probe demonstrated excellent
selectivity by distinguishing single base substitutions in 20-mer DNA analyte at room
temperature. The relatively high limit of detection (LOD) of this sensor (~1nM) was attributed
to the low catalytic efficiency of the parent E6 deoxyribozyme. The achieved LOD is not low
enough to be of significant practical use in PCR-free diagnostics. For example, the typical
concentration of hepatitis C virus (HCV) varies between 104–106 copies per mL or
~6×10−14−6×1016 M.[17] Such low abundance of viral nucleic acids in clinical samples raises
the following questions. Is it possible to obtain a deoxyribozyme sensor with such low LODs
as to detect specific nucleic acids without using PCR amplification? What characteristics of
DNAzyme-based sensors should be improved to achieve the lowest possible LOD?

In this study we aimed to answer these questions. We turned our attention to deoxyribozyme
OA-II,[18] a more efficient catalyst than E6 DNA enzyme. In the first stage of the study we
characterized the DNAzyme–substrate pair in terms of KM, kcat and the minimal amount of
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the substrate to be cleaved to generate a signal above the background. Then we designed a
sensor based on OA-II, studied its selectivity and determined its detection limit. Using
Michaelis–Menten kinetics, we aimed at predicting the LOD for enzyme-based sensors on the
basis of the characteristics of parent enzymes and their substrates. Finally, we introduced the
detection efficiency (DE), a time-independent parameter that can be conveniently used for the
comparison of the detection limits for enzyme-based sensors.

Results and Discussion
Deoxyribozyme OA-II was obtained by Chuiman and Li by using standard in vitro selection
strategy.[18] OA-II is a NiII-dependent DNAzyme capable of cleaving an RNA phosphodiester
linkage positioned between fluorescein- and dabcyl-modified deoxyribonucleotides within a
fluorogenic F-substrate (Figure 1 A).

Michaelis–Menten parameters for deoxyribozyme OA-II
Deoxyribozyme OA-II was found to cleave the RNA phosphodiester bond with an observed
catalytic rate constant of ~0.03 s−1.[18] The reported rate constant was measured under single-
turnover conditions, that is, in the excess of the enzyme over substrate. In this work we
determined the kinetic parameter for OA-II catalyzed cleavage of F-substrate under Michaelis–
Menten conditions, that is, in the substrate excess. The analysis of double reciprocal slope of
the initial velocity versus substrate concentration resulted in a kcat of (5.8±0.2)×10−3 s−1 and
a KM of 560±170 nM with R2 = 0.98 (Figure S1, Supporting Information).

Design of binary deoxyribozyme probe
Binary probe for nucleic acid detection was designed from OA-II according to the earlier
suggested Scheme for binary E6 probe.[15c] Specifically, OA-II was divided into two
fragments, the stem-forming fragments of both strands were elongated to six nucleotides,
forming inter-strand communication region, and the analyte binding arms were added to each
strand (Figure 1 B). Strand α contained the analyte-binding arm connected to the stem-forming
fragment through a dithymidine linker, because this modification was found to support the
highest level of enzymatic activity restoration in the presence of an analyte (data not shown).
This observation agreed with the earlier findings that bulged three-way junction structures have
increased stability.[19] The sequence of substrate-binding arms of the binary deoxyribozyme
was retained to allow F-substrate binding and cleavage. The concentrations of strands α and
β were optimized to avoid substrate cleavage in the absence of the analyte. When the fully
complementary A20 analyte was added, the two “subunits” of the enzyme cooperatively
hybridized to the analyte and re-formed the deoxyribozyme catalytic core (Figure 1 C). The
active enzyme cleaved the F-substrate; this was accompanied by separation of the fluorophore
from the quencher.

To analyze the catalytic activity of the probe, the fluorescence enhancement of F-substrate in
the presence of biOA-II and the analyte as a function of time was measured (Figure 2). The
addition of A20 DNA analyte to the solution of biOA-II and F-substrate triggered the
fluorescence increase (Figure 2, curve 3), and the rate of fluorescence enhancement was very
close to that of OA-II catalyzed substrate cleavage (Figure 2, compare curves 3 and 4). No
fluorescent increase was observed either for F-substrate alone or with biOA-II in the absence
of DNA analyte (Figure 2, curves 1 and 2, respectively). Polyacrylamide gel analysis of the
reaction mixtures revealed F-substrate cleavage product only when either OA-II
deoxyribozyme or biOA-II together with the analyte were present in the reaction mixture
(Figure 2 gel photograph inset, lanes 4 and 3, respectively). These data prove the model for
the analyte-dependent binary deoxyribozyme activation and indicate that introduction of the
analyte-binding arms does not disturb the catalytic action of the deoxyribozyme core.
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Selectivity of biOA-II probe
Binary probes were reported to recognize single-base substitutions in nucleic acid analytes
with exceptional selectivity.[15] Herein, we verified that biOA-II, like other binary probes,
discriminated single-base substitutions in a 20 nucleotide analyte at room temperature. The
probe was incubated with the fully matched A20 or an oligonucleotide containing a single base
substitution (A20-6, A20-12 and A20-16, Figure 3 A). Discrimination factors (DFs), calculated
as ratios of the fluorescence intensity of the probe in the presence of the true target to that in
the presence of the mismatched analytes after subtracting the background, were found to be
3.6±0.3, 2.3±0.4, and 3.8±0.2 for the mismatched oligonucleotides A20-6, A20-12, and
A20-16, respectively. These data demonstrate that the probe reliably discriminated the true
target from the single base mismatched targets at ambient temperatures without the need for
precise temperature control.

The discrimination power of binary probes can be further improved by introducing
conformational constraints in the analyte recognition fragments of the probes.[15b,c,20]
Indeed, when a biOA-II probe with stem-loop structures in the analyte binding arms was used
(Figure 3 B), the fluorescence increase was observed only in the presence of the fully matched
oligonucleotide indicating extremely high DFs (Figure 3 C). Remarkably, this selectivity was
achieved at room temperature. The selectivity of this probe can be further improved by
elongating the stem region or by shortening the analyte binding arm that is complementary to
the mismatch-containing site. Therefore, the sensor designed in this work is one of the most
selective, structurally flexible, and inexpensive probe for nucleic acid analysis. It might be
especially useful for single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping.

Limit of detection for biOA-II probe
To determine the LOD, we carried out seven independent measurements of the F-substrate
fluorescence (blank sample).[21,22] The LOD is considered equal to the signal corresponding
to the average blank plus three standard deviations of the blank.[22] The average fluorescence
intensity of the blank was determined to be 8.8±0.8 fluorescence arbitrary units (a.u.; data not
shown). Therefore, the fluorescence corresponding to the LOD was calculated as 8.8 +
3×0.8=11.2 a.u. In practice, however, it is easier to operate with relative rather than absolute
values. Based on the data, the criterion of signal-to-background ratio (F/F0) being equal to 1.3
(calculated as 11.2/8.8) was used to distinguish signals statistically above the background in
the data analysis presented below.

To determine the detection limit for biOA-II, the probe was incubated in the presence of various
concentrations of A20 analyte. Figure 4 A shows F/F0 plotted against the analyte concentration.
From this graph F/F0 threshold of 1.3 was found to be reached at 0.63 nM, 0.16 nM and 0.04
nM analyte after 1, 3 and 20 h of incubation, respectively. These values are among the lowest
achieved by deoxyribozyme sensors[10–13] or by other state-of-the-art homogeneous PCR-
free fluorescent assays.[8,23]

Figure 4 B demonstrates the fluorescence increase of F-substrate in the presence of different
concentrations of parent OA-II. Remarkably, these curves correlate well with the data obtained
for biOA-II probe (Figure 4, compare panels A and B). The OA-II concentrations that triggered
substrate fluorescence equal to the F/F0 threshold were 0.34 nM, 0.07 nM and 0.02 nM after 1, 3
and 20 h of incubation, respectively. These values are about 2-fold lower than the actual LOD
for biOA-II sensor. This difference can be attributed to the incomplete formation of the probe-
analyte complex, when some analyte molecules are not in the complex with biOA-II probe
and, therefore, fail to induce the assembling of active deoxyribozyme catalytic core.
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The correlation of the data shown in Figure 4 A and B led us to the two following conclusions.
First, the design of the biOA-II probe was nearly optimal: the hybridization of the probe analyte
binding arms to the analyte did not significantly disturb the catalytic core and the substrate
binding activity of the formed binary deoxyribozyme, as compared with parent OA-II. The
LOD for the probe is, therefore, confined by the efficiency of the parent deoxyribozyme rather
than by the probe design. Second, it is possible to estimate the LOD for a binary deoxyribozyme
sensor by finding the lowest concentration of the original deoxyribozyme that generates a
detectable signal. In other words, the minimal concentration of the parent deoxyribozyme that
is sufficient to catalyze detectable substrate cleavage can mimic the same concentrations of
the activated binary deoxyribozyme sensor, which is equal to or lower than the actual analyte
concentration corresponding to the LOD. This finding opens the possibility to predict the LOD
for a potential deoxyribozyme sensor by determining the minimal concentration of a parent
DNAzyme that generates a fluorescence signal equal to the LOD threshold. This simple assay
is of practical value when, for instance, screening of many enzymatic platforms for sensor
design is required. Taking into consideration the above mentioned observations, we further
derived the dependence of the lowest possible LOD for a deoxyribozyme sensor from the
kinetic characteristics of the parent deoxyribozyme.

Theoretical prediction of the lowest possible LOD for deoxyribozyme sensors
Herein, we define the theoretical lowest LOD as the least DNA-zyme concentration that
generates the fluorescence signal reliably above the threshold. Because such signal is usually
achieved earlier in the reaction, it is possible to use the Michaelis–Menten equation (1) for the
initial reaction velocity:

(1)

in which E is a deoxyribozyme, S is a fluorogenic substrate and P is the substrate cleavage
products. Since the initial rate of the reaction equals product concentration over time (V0 = [P]/
t), the enzyme concentration can be determined from Equation (2):

(2)

Equation (2) contains the cleavage degree α, which is a ratio of the product concentration to
the initial concentration of the substrate (α = [P]/[S]0). For the LOD Equation (3), the cleavage
degree sufficient to generate a signal with F/F0 = 1.3 is referred to as α1.3.

(3)

We determined that 0.53 % of F-substrate should be cleaved to generate a F/F0 of 1.3, which
corresponds to α1.3 = 0.0053 (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The theoretical
detection limit for OA-II calculated from Equation (3) (kcat = 5.8×10−3 s−1, KM = 560 nM, and
[S0] = 1000 nM) is 0.4, 0.13, and 0.02 nM after 1, 3, and 20 h. These data correlate with the
values 0.34, 0.07, and 0.02 nM experimentally found for OA-II deoxyribozyme and about two
times lower the detection limits found for biOA-II sensor. This correlation speaks in favor of
the suggestion that Equation (3) can be used to estimate lower LOD border for a sensor designed
from a chosen deoxyribozyme.
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The theoretical LOD depends on time. This time-dependence might be inconvenient for the
comparison of sensors’ efficiencies, since different incubation periods are used for the LOD
determination in different studies. Here we introduce a time-independent parameter termed
“detection efficiency” (DE).

(4)

DE is inversely proportional to the active enzyme (analyte) concentration by time [Eq. (4)]. In
the case of OA-II deoxyribozyme, DE was calculated to be ~7×105 M−1 s−1. A molecular sensor
with such efficiency generates a signal reliably above the background in the presence of
1.4×10−6

M analyte in one second. Such sensor would be capable of detecting ~1.3×10−10
M

analyte after 3 h of incubation, which correlates with the observed LOD of 1.6×10−10
M.

Importantly, there is a number of characterized RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes and ribozymes
with the determined catalytic characteristics. The expressions for LOD and DE can help to
evaluate these nucleic acid enzymes as a starting point for a sensor design without carrying out
actual experiments. For example, relatively inefficient deoxyribozyme E6 (KM = 13 000 nM

kcat = 0.002 s−1)[16] in the presence of a fluorogenic substrate with α1.3 = 0.0053 has DE of
~3×104 M

−1 s−1, which is high enough to detect 3×10−9
M analyte after 3 h of incubation. These

parameters are sufficient for E6 to be a good sensor platform for a number of environmentally
important analytes. For example, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defined the
toxic HgII, and UO2

2+ levels in drinking water to be 10 and 130 nM, respectively, which are
within the dynamic range of a putative E6-based sensor.

In general, the LOD of deoxyribozyme sensors can be limited by the low affinity of the sensors
to the analytes. This important interaction has not been taken into consideration by the above
analysis. However, in assumption that sensor LOD is limited by the efficiency of
deoxyribozyme core and the substrate signal enhancement power, the approach provides
important insight into the design of deoxyribozyme-based sensors. DE is proportional to the
catalytic rate constant (kcat) and inversely proportional to both α1.3 and KM. Thus, the efficient
sensor should use substrates with the highest fluorescence enhancement upon cleavage
(corresponds to the lowest αLOD) and be designed from a deoxyribozyme with the highest
kcat/KM values. Moreover, the substrate should be used in concentrations below KM to be
neglected in the sum. In the later case, DE can be estimated ~kcat/(αLOD*KM). For the
“catalytically perfect” enzymes kcat/KM is ~108

M
−1 s−1. It is important to note that not only the

protein enzymes, but also some deoxyribozymes demonstrate catalytic efficiency close to the
108 M

−1 s−1 diffusional limit.[24] The best double labeled fluorogenic substrates can increase
fluorescent 180 times upon complete cleavage,[25] which makes α1.3 to be ~0.002. The DE
for such an “ideal” deoxyribozyme sensor is limited by the value of 5×1010

M
−1 s−1. Such a

sensor would be capable of detecting analyte at concentrations not lower than 2×10−15
M after

3 h of incubation.[26] This DE is high enough to analyze clinical samples with high content
of viral nucleic acids without PCR amplifications, but insufficient to detect 10−15–10−16

M

analytes without additional amplification steps. Importantly, the equations for DE and LOD
and the following conclusions are equally applicable to the assays based on both nucleic acid
and protein enzymes.

Conclusions
The LOD for a binary deoxyribozyme probe can be predicted by using kcat, KM and the
characteristic of substrate signal enhancement. This hypothesis was validated in this study
using the probe designed from DNA enzyme OA-II. The lowest possible LOD for a “perfect”
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deoxyribozyme sensor was estimated to be ~2×10−15
M. This detection limit is satisfactory for

the analysis of many practically significant targets including metal ions and a number of
biological molecules including proteins, but might be insufficient for the detection of viral
nucleic acids in clinical samples without using additional amplification procedures.

Sensors that allow nonlinear (exponential) signal amplification are required for the design of
more sensitive assays. Deoxyribozyme-based cascades for signal amplification is an alternative
to PCR amplification. Deoxyribozymes represent a versatile platform for such cascades as was
demonstrated by several prove-of-concept studies.[27]

Experimental Section
Materials

DNAse-/RNAse-free water was purchased from Fisher Scientific, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA) and
used for all buffers and for the stock solutions of oligonucleotides. Fluorogenic F-substrate
was custom-made by TriLink BioTechnologies, Inc. (San Diego, CA). All other
oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Coralville, IA).

Instrumentation
Fluorescent spectra were recorded on a Perkin–Elmer (San Jose, CA) LS-55 Luminescence
Spectrometer equipped with a Hamamatsu Xenon lamp. Experiments were performed at an
excitation wavelength of 485 nm and emission monitored from 500–550 nm. Excitation and
emission slits were 5 and 20 nm, respectively. Fluorescence intensities at 517 nm were taken
for all calculations. The data were processed using Microsoft Excel.

Statistical LOD determination
A blank solution (240 μL) of F-substrate (1 μM) in HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.4), MgCl2 (50 mM),
and NiCl2 (1 mM) was incubated at RT (20 °C), and the fluorescence intensities at 517 nm were
measured after an hour of incubation. Seven independent measurements were performed to
calculate the average and the standard deviation of the blank. The fluorescence intensity
corresponding to the LOD was calculated as the blank average plus three blank standard
deviations, as was recommended by Kirchmer.[20]

Michaelis–Menten parameters for deoxyribozyme OA-II
To provide a way of calibrating the fluorescence enhancement upon the fluorogenic substrate
cleavage, the completely cleaved (0.2M NaOH at 37 °C, overnight) fluorogenic substrate was
mixed with the initial F-substrate to obtain mixtures with the cleavage degree (α) of 0, 0.01,
0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50 and 1.00 at each substrate concentration used in the experiments.
The fluorescence intensities of the mixtures at 517 nm were taken to calculate F/F0 ratio (F0
and F are fluorescence intensities in the absence and in the presence of deoxyribozyme OA-
II, respectively), and F/F0 values were plotted against α. Linear correlation of these values was
observed (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).

To obtain Michaelis–Menten parameters, F-substrate (150, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000,
3000 or 4000 nM) and deoxyribozyme OA-II (3 nM) were incubated in the reaction buffer (50
mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 50 mM MgCl2, 1mM NiCl2) at RT (20 °C) during 70 min. The fluorescent
emission spectra were recorded every 7 min, and the fluorescence intensities at 517 nm were
used to calculate product concentration at each time point using the calibration curve. The
initial velocities (nM min−1) obtained from the kinetic curves for two independent measurements
were plotted against substrate concentrations. The data fit well to the Michaelis–Menten
equation (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Reported kcat and KM values were
determined from the double reciprocal plot.
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Deoxyribozyme OA-II fluorescent assay
To determine minimal detectable concentration of deoxyribozyme OA-II, a solution (960 μL)
of F-substrate (1 μm) in HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.4), MgCl2 (50 mM), and NiCl2 (1 mM) was split
into eight tubes (120 μL each). Deoxyribozyme OA-II was added to seven tubes at final
concentrations of 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, or 10 nM, while an equal volume of water was added
to the eighth tube (control sample). All solutions were incubated at room temperature (20 °C),
and the fluorescent emission spectra were recorded after 1, 3 and 20 h of incubation. The
fluorescence intensities at 517 nm were plotted against analyte concentration.

LOD assay for binary deoxyribozyme OA-II (biOA-II) probe
A solution (1080 μL) of F-substrate (1 μM) in HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.4), MgCl2 (50 mM), and
NiCl2 (1 mM) was split into two tubes (960 μL and 120 μL). Both strands of biOAII probe were
added to the first tube at final concentration of 50 nM, while an equal volume of water was
added to the control sample 1 (second tube). The content of the first tube was further divided
into eight tubes (120 μL each) and A20 analyte (ATG GAG AGA GTG GGT GCG AG) was
added to seven tubes at final concentration of 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3 an 10 nM, while an equal
volume of water was added to the eighth tube (control sample 2). All solutions were incubated
at room temperature (20 °C), and the fluorescent emission spectra were recorded after 1, 3 and
20 h of incubation.

Kinetics of F-substrate cleavage in the presence of either deoxyribozyme OA-II or biOA-II
probe

A solution (480 μL) of F-substrate (1 μM) in HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.4), MgCl2 (50 mM), and
NiCl2 (1 mM) was split into three tubes (120 μL, 240 μL and 120 μL). A solution of
deoxyribozyme OA-II to a final concentration of 1 nM was added to the first tube to obtain
positive control. Both strands of biOA-II probe were added to the second tube at the final
concentration of 50 nM followed by a further division of the solution into two tubes. A20 was
added to one of them to a final concentration of 1 nM, while an equal volume of water was
added to the control sample. The third tube represented negative control. The fluorescent
emission spectra were recorded after 5, 15, 30 and 60 min of incubation. The fluorescence
intensities at 517 nm were plotted against time.

Discrimination factors (DFs) for biOA-II
A solution (720 mL) of F-substrate (1 μM) in HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.4), MgCl2 (50 mM), and
NiCl2 (1 mM) was split into two tubes (600 μL and 120 μL) Both strands of biOAII probe were
added to the first tube at final concentration of 50 nM, while an equal volume of water was
added to the control sample 1 (second tube). The content of the first tube was further divided
into five tubes (120 μL each) and either fully matched A20 analyte (5′-ATG GAG AGA GTG
GGT GCG AG) or any of mismatched oligonucleotides A20–6 (5′-ATG GAT AGA GTG GGT
GCG AG), A20–12 (5′-ATG GAG AGA GTT GGT GCG AG) and A20–16 (5′-ATG GAG
AGA GTG GGT ACG AG) were added to each of the four tubes at final concentration of 3
nM, while an equal volume of water was added to the fifth tube (control sample 2). All solutions
were incubated at room temperature (20 °C), and the fluorescent emission spectra were
recorded after 1 hour of incubation. To calculate the DFs the fluorescence intensity at 517 nm
of the probe in the presence of A20 was divided by that of the probe in the presence of a
mismatched oligonucleotide after subtracting the background fluorescence, which is the
fluorescence of biOA-II probe incubated in the absence of analyte.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Design of biOA-II probe. A) Sequences of OA-II and the fluorogenic F-substrate. F and Q are
fluorescein- and dabcyl-conjugated thymidines, respectively. B) The sequences of strands α
and β of the biOA-II probe. The dithymidine linker is shown in lower case. C) Strands α and
β hybridize to the abutting fragments of the A20 DNA analyte and reform the catalytic core.
The active enzyme cleaves F-substrate and this generates fluorescent signal.
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Figure 2.
Analyte-dependent activation of biOA-II probe. F-substrate (1 μm) and biOA-II (50 nM) were
incubated in the absence (curve 2) or presence (curve 3) of 1 nM A20 DNA analyte in 50 mM

HEPES, pH 7.4, 50 mM MgCl2, 1mM NiCl2. Curve 1: F-substrate was incubated in the same
buffer without the enzyme (negative control). Curve 4: F-substrate was incubated with
deoxyribozyme OA-II (1 nM; positive control). The fluorescent intensities at 517 nm are plotted
against the incubation time. The data are average values of three independent measurements.
Inset: Electrophoretic analysis of reaction mixtures 1–4 in a 20 % polyacrylamide gel
containing 7 M urea.
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Figure 3.
A) Sequences of the mismatched analytes. B) Primary and suggested secondary structure for
biOA-II (stem-loop) probe. C) Discrimination against mismatched oligonucleotides by biOA-
II (stem-loop). Fully complementary A20 analyte or one of the single base mismatched targets
A20-6, A20-12 or A20-16 were incubated with biOAII (stem-loop) mixed with F-substrate.
The fluorescent intensities at 517 nm were measured after 1, 3, and 20 hours of incubation.
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Figure 4.
Fluorescent signal-to-background ratios (F/F0) for biOA-II probe and OA-II deoxyribozyme
after different incubation periods. A) F/F0 for biOA-II probe in the presence of various
concentrations of A20 analyte after 1 (●), 3 (■), and 20 (▲) hours of incubation. B) F/F0 for
F-substrate in the presence of different OA-II concentrations after 1 (●), 3 (■), and 20 (▲)
hours of incubation. The F/F0 threshold 1.3 is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. The data
are average values of three independent measurements. The solid lines are the least squares fit
of the experimental data for low analyte or enzyme concentrations.
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